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Decision 89 02 OBZFEB 24 1989 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting. Investigation into ) 
procurement and system reliability ) 
issues deferred from D.8&-12-010. ) 

--------------------------------) 
Order Instituting' Rulemaking into 
natural 9as procurement and system 
reliability issues. . 

) 
) 
) 
) 

-----------------------------) 

1.87-0'3-036-
(Filed March 250, 1987) 

R.8S-08-01& 
(Filed. Auqust,' 10, 1988) 

QROER MQOIFYING DECIS1QN 88-11-034 AND p~rNG REHEARING 

In Decision (0.)&8-11-034, we created a blueprint for 
the Pacifie Gas an~Electric Company (PG&E) and the Southern 
California Gas Company (SoCal) to provide gas storage bankinq 
service, based. on the integrated use of their pipelines and. the 
cycling capability of their underground storage fields. This 
service is to start with the 1990-9l injection/withdrawal cycle. 
In this same decision, we also authorized a smaller scale storage 
~pilot pro9ram~ for use in 1989-90. Several parties filed timely 
applieations for rehearing and/or petitions for modification of 
0.88-11-034, to which various parties filed responses. 

In D. 89-0 1-017, we dealt with the peti tio,ns for 
modification of PG&E, SoCalr. and California Industrial Group 
(CIG) to the extent that they affected the pilot program. 
Today's decision resolves the remaining issues from PG&E'! and 
SoCal's petitions, all the issues'raised by San Diego ~s & 
Electric Company's (SOG&E's) petition (filed eonsideraoly later 
than the others), and the issues raised by the applications for 
rehearing filed by SoCal and the City of tong Beaehw 

We have reviewed all o·f the allegations. o-f error raised. 
in the application~ for rehearing and are of thevie'W':th.at 
insufficient grounds have been stated to warrant granting .. 

• reh~aring. We have. also reviewed the petitions'for mO,dification, 
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and while we reject mos.t. of the proposed. modifications,. we do," 
accept several of those requested by SOG&E. We further discuss
our rationale below. 

Before we do so, however, we note that it has come to, 
our attention, through a letter which PG&E and Soeal sent to our 
Executive Director, that the implementation schedule ,set forth by 
Appenciix C to 0.88-11-034 is very difficult for the utilities to 
comply with. We will" therefore, revise the schedule- as follows': 
solicitation of bids is changed from Mareh 1 to, March &; due dat& 
for bids is changed from March 10 to March 17; and' announcement 
of winners changed from March lS to' March 23. Also, the 
reference in Appendix C to publication of initial storage targets 
is in error, and will be deleted. 

Applications for R¢hearinSL· 
We view as specious SOCal's argument that we have 

unlawfully failed to allow the LOCs to store enough gas to 
provide protection to the core in the event of an e~remely colci 
day. SoCal simply disagrees with this Commission over how to 
provide the storage functions under our new program. SOCal would 
allow banking only ~fte;: it has stored an amount o,f its own gas 
determined under its own planning criteria; 0.88-11-034, on the 
other hand, recognizes that some of the traditional storage 
functions can be served by customer-owned gas. SoCal's 
differences with the Commission on how to determine storage 
targets do not equate to legal error. 

We find equally unpersuasive Long Beach's argument that 
our decision unlawfully discriminates against whOlesale customers 
concerning the determination.of the storage entitlement for core 
requiremer.ts. We reiterate that the storage' banking program is 
conFerned with system optimization for the primary utility, i.e., 
maximizin9' the use of ,all system facilities throughout the-year. 
In our view, this. principle doe-s not apply in the same way to the 
wholesale utilities, which do, not have storage facilities or 
interconnections with interstate pipelines, and bencedo-not'have 
the- same optimiza,tion responsibilities. Moreover,' as. Long-Beach 
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well recognizes, the current' entitlement sys.tem fo~ wholesale 
customers is a transitional one, to be utilized during the pilot 
program. The decision makes clear that the Commission invites 
and will seriously consider alternative proposals. 

petitions for Modification. 
A. Socal. We consider today the three remaining 

issues in SoCal's petition for modification. SOCal first argues 
that the Commission's decision to, adopt 'the definition of a ~cold 

year" base<1 on a 2 .. 0 standard deviation winter (the coldest 
winter tha~ statistically may be expected once every 3S years) is 
not supported by the evidence. SOCal requests tha.t th.e 
Commission modify D.8'8-11-034 to remove this definition and. leave 
it up to management discretion (SoCal has traditionally us~d a 
2.46 standard deviation winter - coldest in 100 years). 

We note initially that the proper vehicle for raising 
an issue of evidentiary deficiency is an application for 
rehearing, not a petition for modification. We note secondly 
that 0.88-11-034 thoroughly discusses SoCal's own evidentiary 
failings relative to this issue. We do not find SoCal's
arguments persuasive, and ~e reject its requested modification. 

SoCal secondly takes issue with the statement on page 3 
of the decision that "both the initial and final storage targets 

will be subject to reasonableness review.~ The objection is 
directed only to the noncore targets, and is b~sed on the fact, 
that the prima~ utilities are no longer responsible for any more 
than "best efforts" in providing gas for noncore customers. 
SoCal requests. that the decision be mod'ified to' make clear that 
reasonableness review will not be undertaken on the utility'S 
choices for initial and final storage targets concerning.noncore 
service. 

Soeal's point is misplaced., The decision .in 'no way 
loses sight of the fact that the primary utilities nowhav~ only 
a best efforts responsibility toward noncore customers. In 
imposing a reasonableness review·requirement, we were,not talking 
about core vs. noncore storage;. rather, we:were·talking-:about the-

, .', ' .. , :',. 
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functioning of the utility's entire system. If the s.torage 
~Irogr~' is not managed prudently, the utility incurs costs 
needlessly. The purpose of reasonablenes$ review is to assess 
the prudence O'f that management and thO'se costs; nO't to' assess 
the reasO'nableness O'f the utility's se,rvice to' its nO'ncO're 
custO'mers. SoCal's proposed modificatiO'n is denied. 

Soeal thirdly disagrees with the CommissiO'n's 
requirement that it prepare an ~imputation~ O'f ,its stO'rage 
banking revenues for its 1989 ACAP based O'n bids. received' in the 
pilot program. socal argues that without the'experience of the 
pilot program, the situatiO'n is far too uncertain t~ require such 
imputation. SoCal requests that the decision be modified to'· 
state that the Commission will consider in the utilities' 1990 
ACAPs whether there is a suff1cient basis for establishing a 
forecast level O'fstorage banking revenues. 

The requirement that both SoCaland PG&E submit 
projected revenue informatiO'n in their 1989 ACAPs is nO't a 
mistake. Because SoCal's bid winners will not actually be 
accepted and annO'unced until March 23, 1989, SoCal will clearly 
have to' make a supplemental filing. We will adopt ORA's 
recommendation that SOCal shO'uld forecast its storage banking fee 
revenues and file this forecast O'n March lS, 1989 in its 198:9 
ACAP, thus complying w1th the directive in 0.88-11-034,. and then 
update this fO'recast using data£rom its Pi~ot 
This update should be filed by April 1, 1989. 

program b-id.d.ing_ 

B. ~. PG&E raises three issues. First, it concurs 
with SoCal that it should not have to forecast its, storaqe 
bankinq revenues without having gone through a full stO'rage 
season. For the reasons given above, PG&E'srequest is .denied.. 

PG&E secondly argues that the treatment affO'rded to 
" ' ' . 

banking reservation fees by the decision (i.e .. ,theLOC can keep 
any revenues exceeding the LOC's. forecast) unreasonably fails to' 
provide shareholders any opportunity fO'r financial' benefit', which 
PG&E argues is only fair in the context of the increased: risk 
created by the new banking proqram ... PG&E proposes that ·the Lecs 
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be allowed to keep 10% of reservation fee revenues, and credit 
90% (instead of the present 100%) of the forecasted revenues 
against noncore customers' fixed costs. 

PG&E thirdly contends that there should be no ceiling 
rate applied to as-available banking se~ice, because that 
se~ice could, under certain circumstances be ~ valuable (or 
less, for that matter) than reqular banking service. ' 

The California Industrial Group (CIG) opposes PG&E'5 
, , .,..'. , 

petition, arquing strenuously that it should be denied for the 
same reason that CIG's petition was denied -- i.e., that it 
raised i~sues which had been raised earlier without provicling any 
additional reas.ons. why its positions should be adopted. 

, CIG also contends that PG&E's view of banking 
reservation fee revenues is myopic, recoqnizing only risks and 
not rewards. According to CIG, forecasting creates an incentive 
for the LOCs to market and operate their programs in a way which 
encourages none ore customers to use banking serviees_ If the 
LOCs are successful marketers, revenues should exceed the 
forecasts. In addition to agreeing with eIG, our review of the 
record confirms that the reservation fee issue is largely 
attempted relitigation by PG&E. 

CIG also disagrees with PG&E's request that there be no 
ceiling attached to as-available banking.. In addition to PG&E'5 
failure to present any new arguments to justify its ,proposed 
modification, eIG contends that giving the utilities complete 
discretion in setting the price for banking services creates the 
potent;i.al for abuse. This could happen, according to CIG, if a 
utility caused a "shortage~ of banking capacity by setting its 
initial storage target too high, thus artificially driving up the 
dem~and and price of as-available banking and creating a windfall 
for itself. We also find eIG to be more persuasive on this 
issue. PG&E'sproposedmodification will be denied. 

c,. SpG&E. SOG&E raiscsfo'llr issues, in its petition, 
two of which hay-e merit. SOG&E f'irst, contends that its rioncore 
customers shou'lcl' l:>id' for and obtain their storage allocations 
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directly from SDG&E, j,ust as noncore customers of. the primary 
utilities will obtain storage allocations from the LDCs~ 
However, eXActly what SOG&E is requesting is less than clear. 

On the one hana, SOG&E proclaims that ~the fairest 
proceaure~ would allow SDG&E "tQ administer, on behalf of all i'ts 
customers [core 4nd. noncore-J, that proportion of Soeal"s storage 
represented by the ratio SDG&E's tcta1 contribution to- SoCal"s 
storage costs bore to the total of SoCal's storage costs."- On
the other hand~' SDG&E does not "believe it shoula-have tQ bid for 
storage to serve' its noncore customers .... and. then hop~eJ to 
resell the storage to, its own. none ore customers, without 
necessa.rily knowing wha't its customers would be willing to, pay 
for it." 

Without more clarification, we find it difficult ~o 
assess SOG&E's. reques~. In dny event, 0.88-11-034 does. not 
p:rohibit wholesdle cus~omers from acting as. agents for ~heir own 
noncore customers.; SOG&E is free to play this role if i~ wishes 
to. We think this is ddequate for purposes of the pilot 
program; SOG&E may refine dnd clarify its proposal prior to the 
commencement' of reguldr bdnking (April 1990). 

SOG&E secondly as.serts that wholesale LOCs should have 
the same discretion to use unsubscribed storage paid for by ,their 
customers as'the'decision provides to. primary LDCs'; This is a 
variation on the theme espoused by Long Beach, and for the same 
reasons should be rejected. 

SOG&E thirdly o.X'g'\les that. wholesale LOCs should not be 
required to "zero out" their core storage accounts annually, 
i.e., to have the primary LDC purchase any gas remaining in their 
storage accounts, when the primary LOCs are nots.ubject to such a 
re~irement. This appears to make sense, as. th~ wholesale LOCs 
do have an ongoing entitlement to s.toraqe and 'thus are not 
equivalent to contract storage customers. We will clarify the' 
decision on this point. 

Finally,. SDG&E argues that ,the decis'i~,n. will result in 
• users paying twice for carrying costs of gas they place: in-
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storage. SDG&E, as one of SoCal's customers, pays SOCal a 
portion of SoCal's carrying costs of gas in storage, which 
portion was determined in the Oeccn\ber 1987 implementation 
decision--( 0.87 -12-039 )-.- -'However,~SDG&E aXso -places' "gas-in -'. 
storage with SoCal for SDG&E's own use, pursuant to the 
COmmission's having given SOG&E core gas banking authorization in 
mid-198B. Thus. SOG&E pays twice: once for its own gas. which it 
banks with SoCal, and again for the qas' Soeal would have been 
storing for SOG&E but for the Commission's allo~ingSOG&E to 
store its own gas. 

SOG&E contends it does not have enough information to . 
calculate the amount of no-benefit carrying charges it is paying 
SoCal. It requests that we modify the decision to allow SOG&S to 
show the extent of such costs in the ACAP proceedings, and to 
receive a credit therefore. It also requests authority to 
recover its carrying costs of gas in inventory from its own 

, . . " 

customers, in its ACAP proceedings. We will modify the deCision 
to grant these requests. 

IT IS ORDERED that 0.88--11-034 is modified as follows: 
1. The following language is inserted' at the following 

places the end of Section IV.C.l, p. 21; the end of Section 
!V.F., p. 32; Finding 39, p. 56; paragraph *5-7, Appendix E: 

~Whole5ale customers have an ongoing 
entitlement to banking capability on the 
LOC's system. Therefore, these customers 
need not balance their injections and 
withdrawls over the 12-month eycle, but 
instead may have gas remaining in their 
accounts at the end of the cycle, so long as 
the amount remaining' is within this 
entitlement (plus the 10% tolerance)." 

2. The following sentence is ad:de-d to the first 
paragraph on page 34 (continued from page 33): 

"Because SoCal's bid winner$ will not 
actually be accepted ana announced until 
March 23.,. 1989, SoCal should, file a forecast 
of its storage banking fee revenues on Mareh 
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15, 1989, and make a supplemental filing by 
April 1, 1989 which uses data from its pilot 
program bidding.-

3. New Finding 49 is added t'o read: 

"SDG&E should be allowed to make a showing in 
the ACJ.P proeeedings of the extent of no
benefit carrying charges it is paying SOCal, 
for the purposes of possible credit back to 
SDG&E. SDG&E should also b& allowed, in the 
course of the same proceedings, to recover 
from its own customers its carrying costs of 
gas in inventory_~ 

4. Appendix C is modified to revise the March, 1989 
dates, and to delete the reference to PG&E and SoCal publishing 
initial storage targets, as follows: 

March 6; 19"89 PG&E, SoCal solicit bids 

March 17, 1989 

March 23, 1989 

Due date for bids 

Bid winners and volumes 
announced. 

IT IS FURTHER O~ERED that except as indicated above, 
the petitions for ,m~ification of D.88-11-034 are,denied.. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that rehearing o,f D.88-11-034 is 
denied. 

This order is effective today~ 
Dated' at San Francisco, California. 

:', ,JEB,2~ 1ge9, , , .... "', ',::"'.:.", w,o, , ' 

CommlssJoner Frederick R. O. 
beingnecessarilyabsant. dId,not 
participate. , 

; 

! , 
'I -' .. .., .. , ......... ' .. ', -~, ..... 

, .... _, --'r~ '-'~', 

I , 

J 
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storage. SDG&E, as one of SoCal's customers, pays SoCal a 
portion of SoCal's carrying costs of gas in storage, which 
portion was determined in the December 198,7 implementation 
decision (0.87-12-039). However, SDG&E also places gas in 
storage with SoCal for SOG&E's own use, pursuant to the 
Commission's having given SOG&E core gas banking authorization in 
mid-1988. Thus SOG&E pays t,wice: once for its own gas which it 
banks with SOCal, and again for t,he gas SoCal would have been 
storing for SOG&E but for the Commission's allowing SOG&E to 
store it,s own gas. 

SOG&E contends it does not, have enough information to 
calculate the amount of no-benefit carrying charges i't is paying 
SOCal. It requests that we modify the decision to allow SOG&E to 
show t,he extent, of such costs in the AC1\P" p:toeeedinqs, and to 
receive a credit therefore. It also requ~ts authority to 
recover its carrying costs of gas in inv6ntory from its own 
customers, in its ACAP proceedings. W~Will modify the decision 

to grant these requests. ~ 

(Appropriate findings and coneluSl.i.ons and. ordering paras, etc. to 
be added.) 
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well recognizes, the current entitlement system for wholesale 
customers is a transitional one, to be utilized during the pilot 
program. The decision makes clear that the Commission invites 
and will seriously consider alternative proposals., 

I 

Petitions fo'-Modif~ation. , 
A. SQCal. We consider today the thr e remaining 

/ 
issues in SeCal's petition for modification. )SoCal first argues 
that the Commission's deCision to adopt the ~finition of a "cold 
year~ based on a 2.0 standard deviation winier (the coldest 
winter that statistically may be expected dnce every 35 years) is 
not supported by the evidence. SOCal re~ests that the 
Commission modify 0.88-11-034 to remove l'hiS definition and leave 
it up to management discretion (SoCal has traditionally used a 
2.46 standard deviation winter - cold~~t in 100 years). 

We note initially that the/proper vehicle for raising 
an issue of evidentiary deficiency is an application for 
rehearing, not a petition for mOdif~cation. We note secondly 
that 0.S8-11-034 thoroughly discu7s~es SoCal's own eVidentia.ry 
failings relative to this issue. We do not find SoCal's 
arguments persuasive, and we reject its requested modification. 

I . 
SoCal secondly takes issue with the statement on page 

of the decision that ~bOth the initial and final storage targets 
will be subject to reasonableneSs review. ,. The objection is 
directed only to the noncore targets, and is based on the fact 

I 

that the primary utilities are no longer responsible for any more 
I 

than ~best efforts" in providing gas for noncore customers. 
I 

SoCal requests that the decision be modified to make clear that 
I 

reasonableness review will not be undertaken on the utility'S 
choices for initial and final storage targets concerning noncore 
ser.vice. 

SoCal's point is misplaced. The decision in no way 
loses. sight of the fact that the primary utilities now have only 
a best efforts responsibility toward noncore customers. In 
imposing a reasonableness review requirement, .. we were not t"lking 
about core vs. noncore stor"ge; rather, we were talking about the 
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